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The Sopron Fish Market
Katalin Szende*

One of the first courses that József Laszlovszky,
freshly appointed assistant professor, taught in
1984/85 at the Department of Medieval and Early
Modern Archaeology at ELTE was “Medieval Primary Occupations” (Középkori ősfoglalkozások).1
I was curious enough to enrol, even if my interest
leant towards urban issues, not hunting and gathering. The course was indeed an instructive and
enjoyable experience, an eye-opener to many aspects of medieval life that an urbanite student
would not have understood otherwise. Now, when
we celebrate Jóska’s work and achievements, I am
revisiting one of the primary occupations, fishing,
and looking at the urban side of it, when the fish
– involuntarily – “came to town.”
Fish were available in Hungary in excess. As
the anonymous author of Descriptio Europae Orientalis notes, “concerning the abundance of fish
it excels almost every country apart from Norway
where fish is eaten like bread or rather instead
of bread.”2 The amount was further increased by
the purposeful cultivation of fishponds and river
inlets where fish were bred and raised in rural
areas, on monastic premises, and on the outskirts
of cities and towns.3 Its consumption, however,
promoted by liturgical prescriptions beyond economic necessity, was compulsory for the entire
Christian population, not only those who were in
the position of fishing or raising fish for themselves. This necessity gave rise to the fish trade
and its spaces, the fish markets.
This essay examines whether there was something specifically urban about the fish trade or,
in other words, how far urbanity may be defined
through the ways fish was handled and particularly where fish were sold. The main example
comes from the centre of my academic comfort
zone, Sopron, complemented for the sake of con*

Department of Medieval Studies, Central European University, Budapest

textualization with the cases of Pozsony (Pressburg, Bratislava) and Buda. The relative wealth
of sources and several decades of intensive topographical research on all three towns offer solid
ground for addressing these questions.4 Before
examining the fish markets themselves, it is worth
considering the ways and places where fish were
bred, raised, and caught as well as clarifying the
rules and regulations of the fish trade.

Fishing and fisheries
Sopron was home to fishermen throughout the
Middle Ages, including the period between the
eleventh and the mid-thirteenth century, when it
served as the fortified centre of a royal county.
The name Halász utca (vischergasse [Fishermen’s
Street]) has been explained as the remnant of an
earlier settlement of fishermen in the service of
this fort.5 Since the town was not built on a major
river, only two small brooks, the main source of
fish supply was Lake Fertő (Neusiedler See), where
burghers of Sopron were granted fishing rights,
although often challenged by the landowners by
the lake like the Kanizsai family.6 The best fishing
grounds of Sopron lie in the lakeside village of
Mörbisch (Meggyes), which became Sopron’s dependency through the donation of Queen Mary
in 1385, and where several burghers owned
fishing sites (fischwasser).7 These resources were
complemented by the secondary use of the moat
and the adjoining reservoirs at Széchenyi tér and
Ógabona tér for breeding and keeping fish8 and
by setting up artificial pools or fish farms (einsecz)
for fish breeding in the suburbs, particularly on
the western side, on Újteleki utca (Neustifftgasse).9
Fish were also raised in two ponds north of the
town, the so-called Tómalom (Teichmühle). These
sites were expanded and controlled in the late
fifteenth century by some of the major merchant
families of Sopron, the Hengst, Herb, and Sieghart,
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and run with the help of professional fishermen
such as György Csitai.10 Besides these sources the
town accepted the import of fish from Fertő Lake
and the Rába (Raab) River.
In Pozsony as well as Buda, both situated on
the Danube, the main source of fish was the river.
In Pozsony many river side-channels and islands
offered safe fishing waters; in fact, the later
suburb of the Piscatores, in front of the main gate
of the inner town towards the Danube (Halász-
kapu, Fischertor [Fishermen’s Gate]), consisted
partly of islands as late as 1379.11 The royal castle
of Pozsony employed its own fishermen much
earlier than the town and, on behalf of the king,
the castellan in charge of the castle (also the ispán
of Pozsony County) kept one-third of the fishing
revenues even after the chartering of the town
in 1291. Besides the Danube, fish was also raised
in the moat outside the town walls, as is attested,
for instance, by the 1454 account book listing an
expense for breaking up the ice on the moat to
ensure that the fish survived the winter.12
In Buda, the fishery right was divided among
several institutions, the earliest of them being the
chapter of Buda in the northern part of the town
(called Óbuda after the foundation of Buda on the
Castle Hill), going back to a donation by King Ladislas I (1077–1095). The special group of royal
fishermen from the Buda suburbs, who were not
subject to civic jurisdiction, was a remnant of
their status as royal service people. The fishmongers, however, were regular burghers of Buda.
The fishermen lived side by side with the representatives of other crafts such as the tanners and
butchers in the suburb between the Castle Hill
and the Danube, the so-called Víziváros (Watertown), in and around their eponymous Halász
utca (Halazwcza / platea Piscatorum). The great
advantage of the Buda stretch of the Danube was
that the hot springs that come to the surface here
allowed watermills and fishermen to operate even
in the coldest winters, which made it less urgent
to secure supplementary resources.13

Regulations of the fish trade
and its spatial aspects
In Hungary as elsewhere in medieval Europe,
fishing was one of the earliest-regulated occupations due to the necessity of securing fish sup-

plies for Lent and other fast days. As noted above,
fishermen of special standing were directly subordinate to the royal castles in Pozsony and Buda
and to the ispán of Sopron. The charter of privi
lege issued by Andrew III to Pozsony in 1291
promises in particular to maintain the collective
privileges of the fishermen that they already held
earlier: Item piscatores eandem habeant libertatem, qua primitus sunt gavisi.14 These early
regulations, however, based on oral customs or
set in writing, only secured the status of the fishermen and not the conditions or location of trade
because they were supposed to provision their
landlord in particular.
Data on the regulation of trade, particularly
covering the spatial aspects, are available from
these three towns from the fifteenth and early
sixteenth century. In Buda the regulations had to
be put in writing repeatedly (royal charters in
1405, 1424, 1474, 1509) because of the conflicting
interests of three main groups, the fishermen
(piscatores), the fishmongers (piscium venditores),
and the butchers (carnifices), all of whom managed to acquire the right of trading in medium-sized and large fish, while small fish were a
subject of discussion.15 Other debated issues were
the acquisition and sale of fish caught by externals and any possible alliance with external providers of fish. The municipality of Buda codified
its statutes (known to modern research as the
Ofner Stadtrecht) for the butchers, fishermen, and
fishmongers through royal charters. The charter
issued in 1405 (and perhaps also that of 1424)
definitely predates the compilation of the
Stadtrecht.16
From these documents it transpires that spatial differentiation was necessary both to comply
with the various needs of the market and to avoid
conflict among competing groups by keeping their
activities apart. Therefore, butchers chopped up
and sold large fish in their shambles, while fishermen and fishmongers were allowed to sell live
fish on benches or tables or from tanks (in
scampnis et mensis ac capisteriis) in a different
location in the fish market. “Dead fish” were only
sold by the scales for weighing fish.17 Purchasing
fish for resale, which was the privilege of the fishmongers but not the fishermen, also took place
elsewhere, “wherever such fish for sale is to be
found” – probably by the riverbank on a first
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come, first served basis.18 Yet another disputed
location were the tanks in the Danube (reservacula, fixoria) for keeping live fish. It was important to keep the fish alive as long as possible
to avoid high prices and shortages (caristia et
penuria), therefore the king ruled in favour of the
butchers.19
In Pozsony, the (fish)bone of contention lay
elsewhere, in satisfying the claims of the castellan
of Pozsony castle for his share of the fishing revenues. The agreement concluded in 1506 between
Ambrus Sárkány and the local fishermen after
bitter strife reveals some details concerning the
sale of fresh fish. The fish were transported to the
fish market on carts (ad civitatem in curribus adducent); the unsold wares could be kept live in
boats or other repositories (in barcam aut in aliud
conservatorium) in the Danube, for which half of
the original payment was again due to the castellan, but then it could be offered for sale again.20
It was expressly forbidden to sell live fish from
boats; this was only allowed for small “dead” fish
and crayfish.
The local statutes of 1511 sheds light on the
relationship between the fishermen and fishmongers; the local butchers do not seem to have acquired the same rights as their counterparts in
Buda. Fishermen and fishmongers could conclude
alliances and each group delegated one controller
to oversee quality issues; the fishermen were
better positioned than the fishmongers, however,
and had the first right to purchase unsold fish
from external fishermen, who were first allowed
to offer it for sale three times. Fish had to be sold
at the regular fish market; it was forbidden under
penalty of confiscation to smuggle it out of town
or to hide it by the water to cause a shortage.21
In Sopron the sale of fish generated less conflict – and thus less regulation. Butchers did not
encroach on the fishermen’s rights here, and professional fishmongers are not mentioned either.
The latter were perhaps concealed by the fact that
everyone operating an einsecz (pool/fish farm)
was obliged to join the guild. The first detailed
description of the fishers’ guild, aka St. Catherine’s
guild, dates to 1514.22 Remarkably, it frequently
refers to female members (schwester), not only
concerning religious duties, but also when describing the sale of fish. In fact, when it comes to
fighting at the market (welche schwestern auff
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dem marckt kriegen), male members are not mentioned at all. It transpires from other points of the
statutes as well that the sale of fish was considered the fishwives’ job. A number of professional
functions were connected to fishing: the einsecz
maister, the zechmaister and the fischmaister. The
latter two had to oversee fair pricing at the
market. The external fishermen were given, similarly to Pozsony, three chances to sell their wares
before offering it for sale to the local fishermen,
which apparently referred to live fish. The regulation of export was more lenient here; one only
had to leave behind one third of the fish to avoid
a shortage.

The topography of fish markets
The regulations discussed here refer to the fish
markets from time to time, but usually only in
general terms, taking the knowledge of their
locations for granted. One needs to use further
evidence, mostly sales contracts of neighbouring
properties, to pinpoint their places in the urban
fabric.
For Buda, András Végh has completed this task
and identified Elevenhalszer, or Eleven hal utcája
(place/street for live fish) with “the slightly broadened stretch of Úri uca before it reaches Szent
háromság utca.”23 This place was a stretch of medieval Mindszent utca, in the central area of the
Castle Hill near the town hall. Other specialized
marketplaces and retail facilities were nearby,
such as the shambles and shops of the cloth cutters. The inhabitants of this part of Buda, such as
the Juncker and Rozgonyi families, were leading
businessmen involved in both long-distance trade
and the financial administration of the realm.24
The fish market was in daily use due to the continuous need and the quality requirements concerning the freshness of the fish.
In Pozsony, the fish market was likewise in
the walled central part of the town, in the vicinity
of the main square, in front of the Franciscan
friary. Many other markets and trade facilities
adjoined this area, including the shambles.25
These two examples are helpful in understanding the location of the Sopron fish market,
the place that stands in the title of this paper. Like
in Buda and Pozsony, it was also in the fortified
town centre, in the southern part, adjoining the
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► Fig. 1. The central part of Sopron with house numbers, with the place of the fish market marked. Map taken from Ferenc Dávid,
Károly Goda, and Gusztáv Thirring, Sopron belvárosának házai és háztulajdonosai 1488–1939 (Sopron: Soproni Levéltár, 2008),
inside front cover.
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Salzmarkt (modern Orsolya tér), again in the vicinity of the shambles. Imre Holl has already
given a good approximation of its place in a follow-up study to his classic topographic analysis.26
Four sales contracts from the Erstes Grundbuch
combined with the list of house-owners compiled
by Ferenc Dávid enable a more precise location.
The four houses denoted as “am Vischmargkh”
can be identified with Szent György utca 18 and
20 on one side (60 and 61 in Dávid’s list), and Szent
György utca 19 and 21 on the other (19 and 20 in
Dávid’s list, see Fig. 1).27 One of the contracts (572)
also names the mörin, the ditch channelling waste
water from the walled town to the moat—a feature that may have come in useful for the fishwives at the end of the day, too.
The sources also provide information about
the social standing of the inhabitants of these
houses—the second tier of burghers. Most of them
were well-established craftsmen: three shoemakers, two furriers, a butcher, a baker, a tanner’s daughter, and a few retailers; once a prebendary priest also appears as the brother-in-law
of one of the sellers.
The fish market was close to the back gate
(Hátsókapu, Hinderthor) of the Sopron town wall,
although probably not leading directly up to it as
Holl indicated. The Hátsókapu was the gate that
was opened, facing east, in the Middle Ages to
replace the former southern gate of Roman origin
due to a new orientation of Sopron’s contacts to
Hungary. In the 1496, however, the gate was
closed—this is the context in which the fish
market appears in the council sessions, when the
community requested that the gate be opened
and the fish market made accessible. Forty-five
years later, in 1541, the same request was repeated; this time it was also said explicitly (as
suspected based on the analogies) that “dead fish”
must not be sold here to avoid infection. The texts
do not specify what caused this disturbance and
where fish were sold meanwhile.28 In any case,
by the nineteenth century the fish market had
moved outside the town walls, to the northern
end of the grain market (Ógabona tér).29
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Conclusions
How do these observations position the fish markets in the urban landscape? All three were sited
centrally but in restricted, narrow spaces, complementing other retail functions in the commercial and administrative hearts of these towns.
Although this limited the output to some extent,
it allowed for efficient control. At the same time,
there were differences of scale: Buda, the late
medieval capital of the kingdom, gave rise to
more competition and multiple locations of
buying and selling fish; Pozsony allowed for more
cooperation between fishermen and fishmongers,
while in Sopron, which had the smallest population of the three towns, the members of the fisher
men’s guild met the needs, relying on a gendered
division of labour instead of the participation of
professional fishmongers.
These three markets were distinctly separate
from the places of production, the rivers or fishponds where the fish were bred or caught—just
as town butchers did not sell meat directly from
the slaughter site. Furthermore, as Maryanne
Kowaleski has observed, “fish was more commonly sold at markets and not fairs.”30 These features distinguish urban markets of freshwater
fish from rural sites and from coastal fisheries of
salt-water fish where the market often directly
adjoined the fishing sites.31
Overall, even if fishing as such cannot be considered an urban occupation, fish markets seem
to have been primarily urban phenomena. Here
those who had no access to fish in other, more
direct, ways could procure this “spiritually strategic” commodity under safe and relatively hygienic circumstances in a central and tightly controlled space. It would be worth extending this
investigation to a broader sample; among the
indicators of the urbanity of a settlement it seems
justified to add the existence, location, and operation of specialized fish markets.
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